
 

Peek into your genes: NASA one-year
mission investigators identify links to vision
problems

May 31 2017, by Amy Blanchett

  
 

  

Astronaut Scott Kelly opens a bag of assorted fruit (oranges, lemons, grapefruits)
in the Node 2 module after being unpacked from the Kounotori H-II Transfer
Vehicle 5 (HTV-5). Astronauts are pleased to discover fresh fruit and vegetables
in cargo shipments to the International Space Station because sometimes due to
delivery schedules, weight factors and accessibility of refrigeration on the station
these type of foods are not always readily available. It is important for astronauts
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to consume vitamins and minerals in space to maintain their health. Credit:
NASA

Healthy Vision Month, NASA's One-Year Mission investigators are
peering into their new findings to help address astronaut vision issues.
While the One-Year Mission has concluded for retired astronaut Scott
Kelly, NASA's Human Research Program is focusing on comparing
previous six-month mission findings to One-Year Mission preliminary
findings.

Nutritional Biochemistry Lab lead Scott M. Smith, Ph.D., takes a broad
look at biochemistry. He studies the astronaut diets along with protein,
vitamin, mineral, and other chemicals in blood and urine to look for
indicators of disease or other physiological changes. His team discovered
that astronauts with vision issues had biochemical differences before
ever leaving Earth as compared to astronauts without vision issues, and
subsequently documented that this was evidence of a genetic
predisposition for some astronauts to develop vision and eye issues. He
thinks his team is on the path to help resolve vision issues for astronauts.
This is an important finding as NASA prepares for a human journey to
Mars.

Typically, physiologists and scientists study one system at a time, but
nutrition is a cross-cutting science with impacts across systems biology.
Smith emphasizes the importance of studying the human body
holistically, which is why his team has led the effort to create a
biochemical database making it more efficient to interface with other
researchers, such as the 22 other One-Year Mission investigators.
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Retired astronaut Scott Kelly, wearing a Chibis Lower Body Negative Pressure
(LBNP) Suit, undergoes ultrasound measurements for the Fluid Shifts
experiment. He is assisted by flight engineer Sergey Volkov. Credit: NASA

Another investigator who works with Smith at NASA's Johnson Space
Center is Michael Stenger, Ph.D. He is the Cardiovascular and Vision
Lab lead and principal investigator for the Fluid Shifts investigation,
which is an international experiment designed to determine the
relationship between headward fluid shifts and ocular structural changes.
Spaceflight Associated Neuro-ocular Syndrome, or SANS, is
hypothesized to be caused by blood flow toward the head due to lack of
gravity, resulting in changes to eye structure and possibly vision changes.
This headward fluid shift may be responsible for vision changes,
flattening of the eyeball and swelling of some tissues in the back of the
eye and engorgement of the optic nerve sheath seen in approximately
one out of three International Space Station astronauts.

The One-Year Mission was a great opportunity to see if vision changes
occurring during six-month missions continued and worsened when the
mission is extended to a year. Stenger could also see if astronauts who
did not have vision issues at the six-month mark, developed them when
extended to one year in space. The preliminary findings are a bit of both.
One subject developed SANS early in the mission and had some
symptoms worsen as the mission lengthened while another did not. The
subject who did not experience SANS symptoms during the first six
months of flight did start to show some changes near the end of his year
in space, suggesting that length of time in space may impact the eye.

Both Smith and Stenger are working together to solve eye and vision
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problems for astronauts. They agree their investigations are just
scratching the surface and there is a lot of work that still needs to be
done on the ground and in space to validate theories. While Scott Kelly
returned to Earth in a healthy state, NASA continues to keep its vision
focused on sending humans safely and effectively on a three-year
journey to Mars.

  More information: Sara R. Zwart et al, Astronaut ophthalmic
syndrome, The FASEB Journal (2017). DOI: 10.1096/fj.201700294
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